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November Authors
Free Book Signings
Atlanta, GA … November is a big month for authors at the Carter Library. Most begin at
7:00 pm in the Carter Presidential Museum Theater and they are all FREE. Take a look at
what’s coming up.
Mon., Nov. 10th…Ritu Sharma…Teach A Woman To Fish
In this firsthand account, Ritu Sharma shares how women can, and are, overcoming the
forces that keep them in poverty. She chronicles her travels through four countries—Sri
Lanka, Burkina Faso, Honduras, and Nicaragua—and the intimate interactions she had
with the women living there.
Fri., Nov. 14th…Rick Bragg…..Jerry Lee Lewis, His Own Story
Rick Bragg, the Pulitzer Prize-winning Bard of the American South will be serving up one
of the consummate and most colorful of Southern stories—a firsthand account of the
singularly scandalous life of one of the greatest rock and rollers of all time. With JERRY
LEE LEWIS: His Own Story, Bragg has tracked down the man himself and for the first
time shares Lewis’s often outrageous story as no one else ever could—straight from the
legend’s mouth.
Sat., Nov. 15th …..2pm……Nuruddin Farah…Hiding in Plain Sight
A new departure in theme and setting for “the most important African novelist to emerge in
the past twenty-five years” (The New York Review of Books) Hiding in Plain Sight, is a
profound exploration of the tensions between freedom and obligation and the ways gender
and sexual preference define us. NOTE: THIS IS A 2pm SATURDAY EVENT
Mon., Nov. 17th…Tom Chaffin...Giant’s Causeway
In the first major narrative account of a transformational episode in the life of this
extraordinary American, Tom Chaffin chronicles Fredrick Douglass’ 1845-47 lecture tour of
Ireland, Scotland, and England. Drawn from hundreds of letters, diaries, and other
primary-source documents - many heretofore unpublished - this far-reaching tale includes
vivid portraits of personages who shaped Douglass and his world, including the Irish
nationalists Daniel O'Connell and John Mitchel, British Prime Minister Robert Peel,
abolitionist John Brown, and Abraham Lincoln.

Tues., Nov. 18th…Christina Stevens…Love: The Saint and the Seeker
“God will write through you.” Those were almost the last private words Mother Teresa
spoke to acclaimed filmmaker Christina Stevens ~ urging her to share her story with the
world. Told through the lens of Christina’s colorful youth, her mind-expanding adventure
may prod you to recognize your own life’s calling, and that will lead you to the most
powerful and transformative place in the cosmos ~ love.
Wed., Nov. 19th …Hugh Howard…Houses of Civil War America
Houses of Civil War America takes readers into the daily lives of the most important
historical figures in the nation-defining conflict. From modest abolitionist homes to the
plantations of the antebellum south. Howard and Straus bring the most intimate moments
of the war to life. With insightful narrative and gorgeous photography, Houses of Civil War
America demonstrates—through these landmark homes—the nation we were and the
nation we became.
Tues., Dec. 2nd …Robbin Shipp & Nick Chiles…Justice While Black
Justice While Black is a must-read for every young black male in America—and for
everyone else who cares about their survival and well-being. This is a first-of-its-kind
essential guide for African-American families about how to understand the criminal justice
system, and about why that system continues to see black men as targets—and as dollar
signs.
Wed., Dec. 3rd…Sandy Althomsons…Inside A Refugee Crisis: My Time in South Sudan
Sandy Althomsons has been an epidemiologist with Doctors Without Borders since 2008
and spent the summer of 2013 in a refugee camp of South Sudan. She wrote "Inside a
Refugee Crisis: My Time in South Sudan" - a book of raw, honest messages that intimately
express the frustration and joy of a medical humanitarian mission in the midst of desperate
conditions.
For more information, call 404-865-7109. You can keep up with the Carter Library events
on the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library page on Facebook and follow the CarterLibrary
on Twitter. If you wish to unsubscribe to these news releases, simply email
tony.clark@nara.gov and put “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the subject line.

